Smart Bluetooth®
Grilling & Smoking Thermometer
The GrillEye® Smart Bluetooth® Grilling & Smoking Thermometer
keeps a watchful eye on your grill or smoker while you relax with
your friends and family. As soon as food temperature reaches the
desired levels GrillEye® sends a notification to your mobile device.
MSRP:

www.grilleye.com

USD 89.99

“GrillEye®, the new star in the sky of grilling thermometers”

“The GrillEye® is clearly ahead of its competitors”

Oliver Quaas - BBQ Grand Champion Europe 2016

BBQPit

https://www.livingbbq.de/grill-eye-grill-thermometer-bluetooth/

https://bbqpit.de/grilleye-thermometer/

DIFFERENTIATION
300ft Bluetooth range

6 probe ports

Bluetooth® connection of the GrillEye®, enables
you to monitor temperatures from up to 300ft
distance*, without annoying disconnections.
* measured in open field without obstacles

Grill to perfection without worrying about the
number of guests. GrillEye® allows you to track,
easily, the temperature of up to 6 different
probes at the same time.

Dual temperature display

2 in 1 temperature probes

For each thermometer probe, the GrillEye®
displays, simultaneously, the current as well as
the target temperature, using 2 different LED
indicators, so that you can see what's cooking,
even without your mobile.

The GrillEye® includes 2 Pro-grade meat
thermometer probes, made of space grade
aluminum, and 2 clips for ambient temperature
readings. GrillEye® probes are the 1st worldwide,
to be approved by the FDA for safe use with food.

Pro-Grade

System Requirements

GrillEye® thermometer probes are made entirely
of stainless steel and space grade aluminum,
measuring from -58 °F up to 572 °F, with an
accuracy of ±4 °F. GrillEye® probes can withstand
temperatures of up to 716 °F.

Bluetooth® Smart enabled device (Bluetooth®
v.4.0). iPad Mini™, iPad® 3 and later, iPhone® 4S
and later, iPod touch® 5th gen and later. Android™
phones equipped with Bluetooth® v.4.0, running
4.3 or later.

SPECIFICATIONS
P/N: GE0001

|

HS Code: 9025.80.80.90

device width

|

device depth

|

Design, Assembly, QC: Europe
wire length

3.75”

device length

EAN / UPC: 019962339707

grip length

4,92”
~0.95“

Battery life: 168+ hrs*
* may vary based on probes connected and use

probe length

|

Manufacturing: China

~45.3”
1.89”
3.7”
Range: -58 to 572 °F (± 4 °F accuracy)

PACKAGING
Retail Pack
Net weight: 0,639 lbs
2.68”

x

7.28”

x

Gross weight: 1 lbs

8.62”
Contains:

1x GrillEye® device, 2x AA alcaline batteries,
2x pro meat probe, 2x probe wrap,
2x clip for ambient temperature readings, 1x user manual,

Master Pack
Gross weight: 6.39 lbs
9.25”

x

7.28”

x

14.37”

Contains:

5x Retail Pack

CERTIFICATES
www.grilleye.com/certificates

MEDIA KIT
www.grilleye.com/media

CONTACT
Reseller inquiries: grilleyeUSA@bluemarpro.com

